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Tlic (liscnssions of the morals and the liturgy of the Cathari are in
teresting, especially the careful comparison of the ceremony of the 
Consolanicnium with the sacraments of penance and baptism in the 
Christian Chnrch. In this essay the author comes nearest to construc
tive critical work on a qiicslion d'hisloire chrcticnne. 

Unfortunately the first essay in the hook, " La Repression de rileresie 
au Moyen Age ", is not free from slight misrepresentation of the thir
teenth-century heresies, for the larger vindication of the confessed " dra-
conienne " severity of the Inquisition. While rightly calling onr atten
tion to the fact that the Church was called upon to exercise that protection 
of society which to-day falls to the care of the state, the author attempts 
to strengthen his pica for the necessity of Rome's cruelty by confounding 
all the heresies under the worst type (" la plupart [des heresies] se sont 
inspirecs jilus on moins directement du manicheisnie," p. 15). Surely it 
is an unpardonable exaggeration to say that the Waldeiises spread " des 
doctrines aussi dangercuses pour I'organisme sociale" (p. 24), in the 
face of what we know of the Waldensian principles and of the distinct 
tcslimony of their adversary Capocci that they were " longe minus per-
versi comparatione alioruni haereticorum ". 

But it is only in rare instances that M. Guiraud's book offers any 
opportunity for " reviewing " in the sense of the examination of theses 
ami conclu.sions. It is rather edifying than critical in purpose—and its 
title is ludicrously misleading. 

D. S. MuzzEY. 

BOOKS OF MEDIEVAL AND MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY 

77)1? Pfllilical JHsfory of Eniihind. Edited by WITXIAM H U N T , 
D.Lilt., and Rr.r;iN.\Ln L. Po()Li=:, M.A. In twelve voltinies. 
Volume I. The History of England from the Earliest Times to 
the Norman Conquest. By TJIOMAS IIoufiKiN, D.C.L., Litt.D. 
(T-ondoii and New York: Longmans, Green, and Company. 
H)of>. Pp. xxii, 528.) 

T H E first volume of The Political History of England, how in the 
process of publication, deals with early Britain, the Britain of the Celt, 
the Roman, the -Saxon, and the Dane. It is peculiarly fitting that the 
learned historian who has written so entertainingly of Italy and Her 
Invaders should be chosen to write the story of the many invaiiions of 
Old England. Furthermore, Dr. Hodgkin's extensive knowledge of the 
earlier Middle Ages and his sympathetic attitude toward the Gecmanic 
race as a whole enable him to look at English history from a point of 
view somewhat different from that of Lappenberg or Freeman. We 
have, therefore, in this volume a shifting of emphasis and a slight change 
of historical content. Particularly does the author emphasize the fact 
that .Saxon England, instead of passing through a peculiar development 
almost undisturbed, was profoundly affected by movements originating 
elsewhere in F-urope. 
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In the first pages the author goes back to the earliest appearance of 
man in Britain and describes conditions as they were before the coming 
of Caesar; but as neither the Stone-worker nor his successor the Celt 
left any records of nmcli value to " political history " this discussion is 
necessarily brief. On the other hand, the story of the Roman conquest 
and occupation is told with a great variety of details in seventy pages 
out of a total of less than five hundred. Next follows an interesting 
discussion of the sources dealing v»'ith the Anglo-Saxon invasion, with 
the usual meagre results. An effort is made to tell the whole tedious 
story of the interminable quarrels that make up the first four centuries 
of Old English history, but when the author reaches the eighth century 
he wisely refrains from continuing the detailed account. In these 
chapters the emphasis is placed on the activities of the Church, not so 
nuich as a civilizing force, but as a power that made for national unity. 
When we come to the accession of Egbert we are surprised to find that 
the work is already more than half finished. The remainder of the 
book gives a large place to that other and greater unifying force, the 
Norse migration. 

Of the many problems that the student meets in this period, Dr. 
Hodgkin attempts to solve but a very few. He believes that Caesar 
landed at Deal rather than at some port west of Dover (p. 24). With
out attempting to fix the date when the Anglo-Saxon conquest began, he 
is inclined to believe that the first effort to conquer and settle was made 
in 441; the earlier expeditions were mere piratical raids (p. 106). He 
discredits the story that the Germans were called in to help fight the 
northern tribes, and attributes the migration to the fear of Attila (p. 
109). The British patriot Arthur was in all probability merely a Ro
mano-British general, as native kingdoms could hardly have sprung up 
so soon alter the Roman occupation (p. 107). Dr. Hodgkin does not 
agree with Professor Freeman that the native population was to any 
great extent exterminated; on the contrary he is prepared to " accept 
and glory in the term Anglo-Celt rather than Anglo-Saxon, as the fitting 
designation of our race" (p. i i l ) . 

Recent English writers, notably Sir James Ramsay, have begun to 
see that the overlordshtp of Egbert was a relatively unimportant matter, 
as we have no evidence that it was exercised or even claimed by his 
immediate successors. This view is accepted and stated quite forcibly 
in the present work. The author holds, it seems, the apparently correct 
view that the founder of England was Alfred the Great. The old 
statement that the treaty of Wedmore made Watling Street a boundary 
line is again refuted. Dr. Hodgkin also appears to see that in Alfred and 
Gulhruni's friih the boundary (as Dr. Steenstrup pointed out some years 
ago) is drawn to, not along Watling Street (p. 287). He believes, how
ever, that this Street " practically " became the boundary of the Danelaw. 
A fairly successful attempt is made to show how extensively Enghsh 
territory was actually occupied by Danish settlers, the author's con-
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elusions being based largely on the evidence of survivals in the form of 
place-names (pp. 315-316). 

From Dr. Hodgkin's excellent account of Alfred's life and achieve
ments we pass at once to the most unsatisfactory part of the work: 
England in the tenth century. Though the author makes an effort to 
trace the expansion of Wessex somewhat carefully, the reader will hardly 
obtain a clear idea of the territorial gains and losses of each particular 
period or reign. In the controversy over the claims of the Saxon kings 
to the overlordship of -Scotland, Dr. Hodgkin favors the English con
tention, though he cheerfully admits that the Scottish submission was of 
no practical importance (pp. 324-326, 356-357). An interesting sug
gestion is made with respect to the battle-field of Brunanburh: the author 
locates it in southern Scotland, at Brunswark in Dumfriesshire (pp. 334-
33.S)- The collapse that came in the reign of Ethelred he attributes only 
in part to the incompetency of that king. " Had Edgar left the country 
a really strong, well-organized state, it could hardly have gone down so 
speedily before the assaults of the sea-rovers" (p. 398). 

On the institutional side Dr. Hodgkin's work shows very little inde
pendent research. In matters of government and land-tenure he follows 
the " tradition of the elders " as modified by the studies of more recent 
writers such as Maitland and Vinogradoff. On a few subjects, par
ticularly the origin of the sheriff's office and the formation of the Mercian 
shires, he inclines toward the views recently put forth by Mr. Chad-
wick. The suggestion that the hundred may have originated in the 
" need of grappling with agrarian crime " (cattle-theft) seems original 
and is at least interesting (p. 427). To identify the staller with the 
chamberlain (p. 450) is an evident error; on the whole, the author does 
not seem to realize how extensively Saxon institutions were modified by 
the Danish conquest. 

The narrative is written in Dr. Hodgkin's usual charming and easy, 
though somewhat diffuse style; his work will delight the general reader, 
but to the student it will prove a disappointment. On some subjects it 
is remarkably clear and suggestive; but, in general, too little space is 
devoted to difficult problems and too much to materials that have little 
value in serious study. All the old anecdotes that we have read so often 
are again related and a few more are added from foreign sources, ex
cellent tales, but tales nevertheless. In his attitude toward the sources 
the author shows that he still retains his sublime faith in the written 
word; be even displays a kindly feeling toward the Old Norse sagas, 
though of these be seems to have used only the translation of Snorre's 
history. In his estimate of men he is charitable and generous, too gen
erous it would seem, particularly in his treatment of such ambitious 
characters as St. Dunstan and Godwin and Cnut. 

LAURENCE M. LARSON. 
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Iriah Hisiory and the Irish Question. By GOI.DWIN SMITH. (New 
York: McClure, Pliillips and Co.; Toronto: Morang and Co. 
1905. Pp. viii, 270.) 

IN two liunclred pages of large print Mr. Sniitli has here giveii a 
brilliant narrative of Irish history from the earliest times down to Glad
stone's da)'. To this he has added a chapter on Ireland's political rela
tion to England, and a chapter by another hand on the Irish Land Code. 
For his narrative Mr. Smith has selected what is most significant and of 
permanent influence; his selection is usually good. His condensation is 
masterful. To the French invasion under Hoche, for instance, Lecky 
gives forty pages; Mr. Smith gives twenty lines; Lecky argues the 
Fitzwilliani episode in sixty pages; Mr. Smith states it in less than two. 
Transitions are so skilfully made that the reader makes the leap of a 
century unawares; there are no dates as sign-posts of his rapid progress. 
Controversial points are affirmed with a decisiveness which leaves no 
chance for the hesitation of doubt or the delay of pro and con. Great 
men, great deeds, great horrors crowd upon each other with dramatic 
distinctness. And still the thread of the narrative stands out clearly 
and binds the whole together. The style has all the vigor and freshness 
of youth, though the author is past four-score. The sentences are short, 
crisp, and suggestive. It is interesting and stinuilating, but not always 
impartial or impersonal. The author does not hesitate to judge past 
history according to his own view of present politics.. 

" Of all histories the history of Ireland is the saddest." These words 
open the first chapter, and form the refrain of the whole book. The 
blame for the " seven centuries of woe " Mr. Smith appears to lay about 
equally on (a) Nature, (b) Irish character, (c) the Roman Catholic 
Church, and (d) English greed, (a) Nature made "the theatre of this 
tragedy " an island densely clothed with woods, which, with the broad 
and bridgeless rivers, tended to perpetuate the division into clans and 
prevent the growth of a nation; it also made the English conquest partial 
only, long, and agonizing. England, with her coal and minerals, and 
Ireland, with her pasture land, were meant to be commercial supplements 
of each other, but " Nature made a fatal mistake in peopling them with 
different and uncongenial races" (p. 294). (b) The Celt has every
where shown himself " impulsive, prone to laughter and to tears, want
ing, compared with the Teuton, in depth of character, in steadiness and 
in perseverance. He is inclined rather to personal rule or leadership 
tlian to a constitutional polity" (p. 3). The circumstances of Irish his
tory have all tended to foster and prolong this notion of personal rule, 
and make it a means of agitation against government and law. " To 
set up a stable democracy in Ireland would surely be an arduous under
taking" (p. 222). (c) The existence of the Roman Catholic Church 
has not merely added religious hatred to race hatred and stirred the 
Irish to make common cau.sc with England's enemies, but at the present 
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